WELCOME FROM THE PROGRAM

It has been a pleasure getting to know this year’s Scholars and Fellows from St Andrews. I encourage you to listen to their reports from the Masters Tournament to learn about how they have benefited from the program and enjoyed their time in the U.S. We are excited to welcome eight new Scholars and two new Fellows to the Jones community. I hope you enjoy learning about each of the newly selected students. Also in this issue of The Jones Notes, you’ll find updates from the current Scholars and Fellows, news from alumni, reports from recent Jones gatherings, a recap from the Spring Reception and Third Annual Jones Legacy Golf Tournament, photos from the Jones Archive in Emory’s Rose Library and an interview of Dr. Bob Jones IV. I hope you enjoy reading this issue of The Jones Notes.
A Glimpse into the Jones Archives

Featured images from Emory University’s Stuart A. Rose Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library, Bobby Jones Collection.

Bobby Jones, age 6, earliest golfing photograph, East Lake, 1908, Walter Brown, photographer.

Bobby Jones and Harry Vardon, National Open Championship, Toledo, Ohio, May 1920, George Pietzcker, photographer.

Friendship should be the great note of this world golf meeting, because not only people, but nations need friends. Let us hope that this meeting will sow seeds which will germinate and grow into important friendships among nations later on.

Bobby Jones, 1958

On the occasion of Jones receiving the Freedom of the City of St Andrews.